Kador kan’t see

Choose a ‘volunteer’ to become ‘Kador’.

Sit them on a chair in the middle of the room (until they feel depressed enough to say “Pyth yw an poyn?”). Blindfold them.

Place an object (say, a book) on their lap and ask them “Pyth yw hemma?”

Can they guess what the object is without using their hands?
If they get it wrong eg “Pluven yw”, reply “Nag yw! - Nyns yw pluven”

If they get it right, “Lyver yw”, agree with them “Yw! Lyver yw”.

Repeat in pairs, with one blindfolded and the other fetching items from the table to place on their lap.

Extension; the person placing the item can try to confuse ‘Kador’ by deliberately naming the wrong object eg “Yw hemma ki?”

‘Kador’ then replies eg “Nag yw! Nyns yw ki; hanaf yw!”